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Sustainability



This low-energy housing solution could revolutionise building standards in Australia


by Jonathan Bradley
 April 4, 2024
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Five countries using land reclamation techniques


 April 4, 2024
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Baltimore bridge collapse: a bridge engineer explains what happened, and what needs to change


 April 4, 2024
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What engineers need to know about carbon farming legislation


 April 4, 2024
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Serving an ace: the major projects behind this engineer’s transformative career


 April 4, 2024



Tanya de Hoog is 2024 President of the Institution of Structural Engineers, the world's largest membership organisation dedicated to structural...

Read more
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“Water is critical”: One engineer’s plea for responsible water management


 April 4, 2024



Water engineer Rod Naylor uses his engineering talents to think about water at a big-picture level, but he hasn’t lost...

Read more
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Energy


Are the days of lithium-ion batteries over? Here are some alternatives


 March 28, 2024




A range of innovative battery technologies are emerging as potential alternatives for grid-level...
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Features


Detecting power lines faults – and preventing bushfires – made easier with Australian innovation


 March 28, 2024




An early fault detection system can help prevent bushfires, so why isn’t Australia...
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Features


New eco-friendly bridges open in Canberra


 March 28, 2024




An engineer on the Umbagong District Park bridge project explains how to build...
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Riding into the future: Safe cycling infrastructure in Australian cities


 January 18, 2024
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Infographic: The engineering behind the Neville Bonner Bridge
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Credentialing partnership takes Raytheon Australia’s engineers to the next level


 July 12, 2023
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Tax time 2023: What can engineers claim?
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Techwatch: The latest tech innovations in Australia and beyond


 August 3, 2023
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This engineer is pioneering the use of less – and lighter – concrete


 August 23, 2023
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